Your Life. Your League. Mobilized. TM

League-Hub is an easy to use mobile app that enables
leagues to capture scores, team sportsmanship ratings
and ref ratings in real time.

Problem Statement:
1. Youth sports in general, and parents and coaches in particular, are becoming hypercompetitive often with too much focus on winning, and not enough emphasis on
sportsmanship, teaching life lessons and “playing the right way”
2. League administrators, referees and volunteer coaches are stretched thin and often
do not have easy mechanisms for capturing and transmitting game results and
other relevant data to league HQ for benefit of all to see/use.

3. In all leagues/sports, at all levels, there are games where players, parents, coaches
and referees demonstrate exemplary behavior and there are games with
unacceptable behavior, and everything in between. League administrators
generally only hear about the “blow ups” and have very little data on all other
games, and this data void makes it challenging to properly and proactively identify
& address negative behavior and difficult to recognize & reward positive behavior.

Solution:
1. League-Hub is an easy to use mobile app that enables leagues to capture scores,
team sportsmanship ratings and ref ratings in real time.
2. After each game, via the mobile app, referees enter game scores and
sportsmanship ratings (and comments) for each team; and each coach enters a
rating for the referees (and comments)
3. The league no longer has to chase down scores of games and standings are
reflected in real-time (sportsmanship ratings & averages are also visible if desired).
4. Sportsmanship and referee data is available in real time, and meaningful data is
developed over time so negative behavior may be identified & addressed and
positive behavior may be recognized & rewarded.

 Download the app

“LH Admin” from
Google Play or
iTunes App Store
 Open the app on
your Android or
iPhone
 Choose your league

 Easily find your game

by applying any/all
of 1-3 filters
 Game #
 Level
 Team

 Referees Enter
 Goals scored for each
team
 Sportsmanship rating
for each team
 Notes/comments
(optional)
 Coaches Enter
 Referee Rating
 Goals scored for each
team (if not already
entered by ref )
 Notes/comments
(optional)

 Public app allows all

to view game results
& standings
 Overall W/L
 Average

Sportsmanship
Ratings


Can be made
publicly visible or
not

 Public app allows

fans to click on
specific games to see
 Results
 Sportsmanship

Ratings


Can be made
publicly visible or
not

Recap:
1. League-Hub is an easy to use mobile app that enables leagues to capture scores,
team sportsmanship ratings and ref ratings in real time.
2. The league no longer has to chase down scores of games and standings are
reflected in real-time (sportsmanship ratings & averages are also visible if desired).
3. Sportsmanship and referee data is available in real time, and data is developed over
time so negative behavior may be identified & addressed and positive behavior
may be recognized & rewarded.
4. Coaches, referees and league officials now have meaningful data across season(s)
to reward the best behavior (i.e. sportsmanship awards) and proactively address
any issues

